My Visit to Historic Brattonsville

My family will enjoy the historic site, learn new things, and have fun!
When I arrive at Historic Brattonsville, I will enter a gravel parking lot. It will be loud and bumpy.
I will walk to the Visitor Center and watch my step on the gravel and the stairs. Visitors must register and pay, so I may wait in line.
There is a gift shop in the Visitor Center. In the gift shop, there are lots of toys to see. The toys are for Museum visitors to buy.
There are bathrooms in the Visitor Center. The toilets are loud when they flush.
The Orientation Room is behind the Visitor Center. It shows a video that may be loud and show battle reenactments.
I can use the site map to decide what to see on my visit. I might not see everything and there is a lot of walking.
If I want to see the whole site, I have to cross the road. I will look both ways and cross with an adult. The cars may be loud and fast.
I may see people dressed up in clothes from the 18th and 19th centuries. They are Historic Interpreters and can answer my questions.
Other visitors will be watching activities and learning about history, so I may have to wait my turn to watch and ask questions.
In some historic buildings, there may be fire and sharp knives or tools. They are for teaching visitors and I should not touch them.
The blacksmith forge can have many loud noises, including hammering and heating the forge. Sparks may also fly out of the forge.
There will be farm animals like sheep, cows, horses, pigs, and chickens. They can be loud and may have a strong smell.
There may be pretend musket fire or fighting to teach about the Revolutionary War. There may be loud bangs and shouting.
I cannot enter some buildings because they are being repaired. There might be loud sounds like hammers and machinery.
There are several nature trails near the Visitor Center that I can walk. Some trails can be long and have wildlife on them. If I walk the trails, I should bring water.
I can enjoy food with my family in the picnic area. There may be other visitors eating too.
At the end of my visit, I will leave and wave good-bye. I had a great day at Historic Brattonsville.